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Dear Aviation enthusiasts, 

Welcome to our Belgian Flight School brochure. Together with our website, these tools will provide 
you with all the information to fully understand how to become a professional pilot and why BFS 
will be the best choice for you. However, we encourage you to visit us, meet our staff, students and 
of course see the fleet and the school. 

We combine quality and passion in all our training courses not only for aspiring airline pilots but 
also for active crew members requiring recurrent training or leisure pilots. Our philosophy is based 
on safety, quality and proficiency. 

Recognized nationally and internationally as a leading provider for aviation training services, we 
are now strongly anchored in the Belgian landscape and on top of aviation service providers mar-
ket in Central Europe. 

The Belgian Flight School has multiple national and international partnerships. The renowned 
American FlightSafety Academy where some of our students have the opportunity to do their 
flight training but we also own the Aero-Motion flight school in Temploux airfield, which gives 
our members the possibility to enjoy the pleasure of being part of an aeroclub with its atmos-
phere and experiences. Besides these two great pillars surrounding our school we also work very  
closely with Aero Maintenance which has proven its professionalism and efficiency, giving our  
pilots the luxury of direct access to the best of mechanics and providing high quality  
maintenance for each plane of the BFS fleet. 

We share a genuine passion to offer you the very best training, facilities, equipment and a  
customer service experience to ensure you the highly developed skills you are seeking for. 

We are extremely proud of our company, our staff, students, training centers and the programs we 
dispense along with the customer care we provide. 

Enjoyable reading,
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Chloé Gomez 
BFS Student / Promotion 162 

The school you decide to trust for your professional 
pilot training is very important. The Belgian Flight 
School has proven to be trustworthy and reliable. 
I’m very proud to be part of the BFS family and I 
know I have made a great network as well as great 
friendships.

Onofrio Santoro                                                                                                                                    
BFS Alumni / Airline Pilot 

Ludovic Degauque 
BFS Instuctor 

The freedom of flying, the discipline and new 
technologies are the reasons why I decided to  
become an instructor within the school I was 
trained to become a professional pilot, the  
Belgian Flight School.

The Belgian Flight School gave me all the tools I needed during the training to realize my dream of 
becoming an airline pilot. With its team of dynamic people, passionate and dedicated instructors, they 
are always happy to travel the extra mile for you if they have the opportunity to do so. A quick glance 
inside the school will reveal the positive training atmosphere and the feeling to be part of a family, all 
aiming for the same goal. Now, looking at the past when I was a student there, I am proud and happy 
to say that I did all the training at the Belgian Flight School. 

“Once you have tasted flight, you will forever walk the 
earth with your eyes turned skyward, for there you 

have been, and there you will always long to return.”

Leonardo Da Vinci

Both current students and alumni of Belgian Flight School have shared experiences which made BFS 
part of their lives and remain proud to be part of our family.

Thomas Sagna  
BFS Alumni / Airline Pilot 

DREAM 
 OF FLYING...

I have studied for my professional pilot license 
and worked as a staff member of the Belgian Flight 
School. I now work for an airline but BFS remains 
as a family to me.
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Established in 1981, BFS started its activities with private pilot programs. 

A few years later the school moved to Brussels South Charleroi Airport, the second biggest airport 
in Belgium, in order to expand its activities. In 2004, BFS became a fully certified European ATO  
(Approved Training Organization) and started professional pilot training. At this time the BCAA  
(Belgian Civil Aviation Authorities) under the EASA (European Aviation Safety Agency) gave official  
approval for BFS to train professional pilots.

• In 2012, we trained more than a hundred students on our three training sites, with more 
than fifty fully certified instructors and close to fifteen dedicated administration/operation 
officers.

• In 2015, BFS added two Diamond DA42 to the fleet. These twin engine aircraft are fully 
equipped for instrument flights and use the latest technology onboard with a Garmin G1000 
Glass Cockpit. These aircraft are used for ME (Multi Engine), IR (Instrument Rating) and CPL 
(Commercial Pilot License) training.

• In 2016, BFS acquired an Airbus A320 simulator. This high quality simulator is used for the 
MCC training (Multi Crew Coordination), JOC (Jet Orientation Course), AfterCare program 
and the airline interview preparation. 

• In 2017, BFS became part of the Sonaca Aircraft adventure, by ordering 8 Sonaca 200. By 
the end of 2017, the aircraft will be part of the basic training aircraft fleet. The school also 
became the owner of Aero-Motion, a well-known aeroclub on Temploux airfield.

OUR
HISTORY
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Charleroi Airport - Belgium - EBCI

Our headquarters are located at Brussels South Charleroi Airport. About 50 km from Brussels, Charleroi is the  

second most active airport in Belgium, which is perfect for professional pilot training. The students have the  

opportunity to share the runway with airline jets and other general aviation traffic. EBCI offers the highest  

standards for our students in order to sharpen their skills and train them to be comfortable around any airport 

worldwide.

Liege Airport - Belgium - EBLG

Located close to the boundary between Belgium, Germany and Holland, Liege airport is known as one of Eu-

rope’s most important hubs for freight and cargo flight operations. Formerly used as a military airbase, this  

airport is a perfect platform for professional pilot training. Being mostly active at night for commercial traffic 

(typical for cargo operations), this international airport is a big asset for our flight training.

Vero Beach Airport  - Florida, US - KVRB

Our partnership with FlightSafety Academy offers the opportunity to our students to fly in the US during the  

integrated program. Vero Beach airport fulfills all our requirements in terms of training, quality and teaching  

purpose. The good weather conditions of Florida allow our students to fly almost every day. 

Temploux Airfield -  EBNM  &  Saint-Ghislain Airfield - EBSG 

Temploux and Saint-Ghislain airfields are the perfect location for the passionate to share and enjoy the  

atmosphere of an aviation nest. Those airfields gathered planes, gliders, helicopters but also a restaurant with a 

terrace in front of the runway. Whenever you pass by you will always find great people to meet, share  

experiences with and have the pleasure to admire those mechanical birds flying above.

OUR TRAINING 
CENTERS
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OUR 
PROGRAMS

Private Pilot License Airline Transport Pilot License

Night Rating 

Commercial Pilot License

Instrument Rating 

Multi Crew Cooperation 

Flight Instructor 

Jet Orientation Course 

Interview Preparation

After Care Program

License Conversion

Time Building 

Multi Engine Rating 

All modules are available as well as for leisure pilots as professional pilots.  
For more details concerning the requirements, request the dedicated brochure. 

Upset Recovery Training 

Enroute IFR

Refresher Courses AerobaticsSimulator Sessions
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We operate single and twin engine aircraft. These perfectly fit the needs of our students who are  
starting to fly. They are safe, efficient and economic. The variety of the fleet is also one of our strengths, 
as students are able to fly and adapt themselves to different philosophies of flight and get used to face 
different procedures and ergonomics during their career.

The advantage of starting on analog aircraft with basic instruments is to understand the  
principle and functionality of these instruments. The students will then fly on more complex airplanes   
reflecting the latest technologies of airliner’s instruments in order to follow the evolution of the planes 
along with their own training evolution.

OUR 
FLEET

Aircraft
Cessna 150
Cessna 152 
Sonaca 200
Cessna 172 
Piper PA28 
Cessna 182

Piper PA34 Seneca 
Diamond DA42

Seats
2 
2
2
4
4
4
6
4

Use 
Basic Flight Training, VFR
Basic Flight Training, VFR
Basic Flight Training, VFR
Basic Flight Training, VFR
Basic Flight Training, VFR

Advanced Flight Training, IFR 
Advanced Flight Training, IFR
Advanced Flight Training, IFR
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We also have multi engine aircraft such as Diamond DA42. These airplanes are equipped with Garmin 
G1000 EFIS (Electronic Flight Instruments System), which reflects the avionic technology within most 
airliners.

Our goal is to standardize the advanced training on one type of aircraft in order to make our  
students confident to operate new generation DA42 with Glass cockpit and give them the opportunity to  
increase their flight experience on multi engine airplanes and take advantage of this extra experience 
during recruitment.

DIAMOND 
DA42
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SONACA
200

The Belgian Flight School has chosen Sonaca Aircraft, to improve its fleet. At the end of 2015, the  
Belgian group Sonaca announced the creation of their new branch “Sonaca Aircraft” which is  
dedicated to develop, certify and introduce to the market the new “Sonaca 200”.

The Sonaca 200 is impressive for its low fuel consumption and its reduced cost of maintenance. The 
Belgian Flight School has also been seduced by its high flight performances.

The Belgian Flight School is delighted to add 8 Sonaca 200 to its current fleet between 2017 and 2018. 
Those will be used during the initial phase of flight as well as for the time bulding.
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The simulator training allows the instructors to reproduce plenty of training  
patterns.
From the engine failure to the bad weather conditions, we are able to cover lots of 
complex and emergency situations before getting onboard.

Single engine piston generic simulator (Piper PA28)
Multi engine piston generic simulator (Beechcraft Bonanza)
Diamond DA42 simulator (IFR and procedure training)
Airbus A320 simulator (MCC, JOC, interview preparation, AfterCare)

OUR 
SIMULATORS
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The entire theoretical process with BFS will be supported by many tests for every courses and final  
assessments to ensure sucess for the official tests at the Belgian Civil Aviation Authority.

To make sure the theoretical progress of the students is reliable and efficient, the candidates have 
to go through a whole process of filters which allows BFS to have a high quality follow-up and a  
step-by-step evolution feedback of the candidates.  

THEORETICAL 
COURSES
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AIRLINE  
PILOT CAREER 

What does this job look like?

Airline pilots fly passengers and/or cargo on long or short-haul flights for leisure, business or  
commercial purposes. The aircraft is typically operated by two pilots; one will be the captain who is 
the pilot in command, while the other will be the first officer. The pilots will usually take turns to fly 
the plane to avoid fatigue, with one operating the controls while the other speaks to air traffic control 
and completes the paperwork. In some instances, such as long-haul flights, there may be three or four 
pilots on board so that the necessary breaks from flying can be taken.

The captain has the overall responsibility for the safe and efficient operation of the aircraft including 
crew and passengers.

Prior to the flight, pilots check flightplan, ensure that the aircraft’s controls are operating  
efficiently and calculate the required fuel for the flight. They are also responsible for checking the  
weather conditions and briefing cabin crew.

The job of a pilot comes with heavy responsibility and personal commitment. Every six months, at 
least one simulator session is mandatory in order to maintain the relevant qualifications required for 
the job.

How do I know if I can become a pilot?

The training to become a pilot requires a good level of understanding of English, Mathematics, Physics 
and so any qualification that demonstrates this may be an advantage.

Other important required skills for an airline pilot include:

- A high level of technical knowledge and understanding 

- Excellent spatial awareness and coordination

- Good communication skills

- The ability to think quickly and respond appropriately in difficult situations

- Discipline, self-confidence and commitment

- A very high level of motivation

- Leadership skills, with the ability to give clear commands to cabin crew and passengers
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Aviation regulation requires a very high level of excellence and rigor in several domains such as 
safety and training. In our structure, this quality is our main goal, and we are always looking for 
 improvement. Thereby, we are accredited by the following recognized agencies :  

OUR 
 ACCREDITATIONS 

EASA 
BCAA 
ICAO 
SPW 

 –  European Aviation Safety Agency
 –  Belgian Civil Aviation Authority
 –  International Civil Aviation Organization
 –  Service public de Wallonie 
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Aero Maintenance is a certified maintenance center, also approved as CAMO (Continuing  
Airworthiness Management Organization). They take care of the inspection, the maintenance and the 
technical follow-up of the planes.

Aero Maintenance main facilities are located in Charleroi, which allows them, thanks to the large 
stock of spare parts and their qualified staff, to take action quickly and release the airplane as soon as  
possible.

The preventive maintenance work for our planes can be planned quickly and easily. This is a real  
advantage to coordinate with flight planning and aircraft availability.

The proximity of Aero Maintenance also gives our students access to professional aeronautical  
mechanics ready to help them through the understanding of every aircraft complexity during their 
theoretical and practical training.

AERO 
 MAINTENANCE 
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Our team is composed of individuals with different profiles ranging from Airline pilots to jet  
fighter pilots. Each member brings and shares her/his expertise on a specific field. This knowledge and  
experience allow us to provide the best to our students.

Each one of our staff members shares the passion and the philosophy of BFS spirit. With the  
support of qualified and trustworthy instructors, the staff works hard every day to give wings to those 
who wish to fly.

BENJAMIN LOTH  
Head of Training

I graduated from BFS in 2008 and since then I 
got increasingly involved in the school as an  
instructor and manager. Studying at BFS is a  
truly incredible experience. You’ll be taught your 
future job by experienced professionals active in 
the industry. Although we are the biggest school 
in the country, we managed to keep a friendly 
and family-like atmosphere that everyone loves.

ERIC VERLIE 
CEO

MELISSA CAPIZZI
Deputy CEO

At the Belgian Flight School we are  
driven by passion to train passionate people. 
Everyone in the staff works hard to train each  
student in the best conditions and with a high 
quality team of instructors. Our philosophy is to 
push for perfection in a family atmosphere.

DIDIER BUZIN
Safety Manager

“Your wings already exist, all you have to do is fly”

HERVE GOFFIN
Chief Theoretical Knowledge Instructor 

ANTOINE DELVAUX
Deputy Head of Training   

OUR 
 TEAM 

I started as an modular student at the Belgian Flight 
School a few years ago and completed my training 
in the school. I’m now an airline pilot and still my 
faith remains with BFS as today I’m its deputy Head 
Of Training. When you step in this family you know 
you belong within and will always be part of it.

Since my entry in BFS in 1998 as a PPL student, 
I have never found a better place to fly, learn 
and enjoy aviation in such a good atmosphere. 
Time and licenses (CPL-IR-FI) passing, I am now 
BFS’s CTKI.

Safety is a pillar in aeronautical world.  I endorse 
the responsibility to ensure BFS is on top of all  
procedures and security rules.  
We aim for excellence with our students and 
flying safe is our priority.

The Belgian Flight School is the combination of 
great professionalism, high quality and shared 
passion. The instructors, the staff and myself  
always aim for excellence which will be the  
reason we will gain your trust.
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The Belgian Flight School is not just a school, it is a family gathered by the same passion. We  
always keep this spirit in mind and it is our strength. As an example, we organized one of the most  
popular aviation related events in Belgium. Nearly 500 attendees came from across Belgium to watch  
the famous movie «Sully».

We also organize private events for our students or visits of aviation related sites ( Airbus, Belgocon-
trol, Air force Bases).

Although, we are rigorous and professional in our training, the working atmosphere remains warm and  
friendly!

In 2017, the arrival of Aero-Motion under the wings of the Belgian Flight School is the extension of this 
state of mind.

NOT JUST A 
SCHOOL
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With more than 100 aircraft, FlightSafety Academy serves as the ab-initio training center for  
FlightSafety International. FlightSafety is the world’s premier professional aviation training compa-
ny and supplier of flight simulators, visual systems and displays to commercial, governmental and  
military organizations.

 We chose FlightSafety as partner to enhance our training for several reasons : 

- Top 5 pilot training school in the US.

- US airspace is different from European sky, this allows the students to be trained and fly in 
different airspace configurations.

- Good weather conditions are essential for the time building.

- English is very important for pilots ; being in a full immersion in an English speaking country 
is a real plus-value to improve the English knowledge.

- This trip is also a very nice opportunity to travel, to be imbued with a different culture  
and become independent.

INTERNATIONAL CAMPUS 
 FLIGHTSAFETY 
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In a world where the international market is in constant growth, The Belgian Flight School welcomes 
more and more students from all around the globe every year. 

Non-EU candidates must first obtain a travel visa to proceed to the medical exam and the selection 
tests. When both requirements have been passed and succeeded, the future student must apply for a 
long term student visa (educational).

Be assured of the support guaranteed by BFS through your journey in our school. Our staff will  
support you and help you to make sure your experience with us will be one of a lifetime.

INTERNATIONAL 
STUDENTS
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BFS has developed, in collaboration with Belfius bank, an exclusive loan for BFS students to finance 
their pilot training. This bank can fund up to 95.000€ (ab-initio training + type rating if required).  
This system has been especially developed for airline pilot candidates.

For more details regarding the conditions and specifications of this loan, contact our partner :

INSURANCE & 
FUNDING

Belfius 
Mr. Yannic Seghers
Yannic.seghers@mandat.belfius.be
+32 2 365 03 30

Regarding insurance BFS works in collaboration with SAAM in order to offer specific coverage for 
student pilots, which covers the permanent loss of the class 1 medical certificate as well as death. The 
student will be covered for a capital of 110.000€.
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YOUR 
NOTES

 BFS Charleroi
Brussels South Airport Rue des Fusillés  21 B-6041 Gosselies  
Tél. : +32 (0)71 34 55 10

BFS Liège
Liège airport Rue de l’Aéroport,58 B-4460 Grâce-Hollogne
Tél : +32 (0)4 235 88 08

Aero-Motion by BFS
Temploux Airfield Rue Capitaine Aviateur Jacquet 44, B-5020 Namur 
Tél: +32 (0) 472 20 56 47

Belgian Flight School 

@belgianflightschool

@BFS_evo

bfschool

Belgian Flight School TV 

HOW TO 
CONTACT US

i n f o @ b f s c h o o l . a e r o

w w w . b f s c h o o l . a e r o



Courses details are subject to change and are not contractual  

Belgian Flight School Haeadquarter 
Brussels South Charleroi Airport
Building S7
Rue des fusillés, 21
6041 - Gosselies
Belgium

We share the sky, We share the passion 


